1949 ford f5

The first-generation of the Ford F-Series also known as the Ford Bonus-Built trucks is a series
of trucks that was produced by Ford from the to the model years. The introduction of the
F-Series marked the divergence of Ford car and truck design, developing a chassis intended
specifically for truck use. Alongside pickup trucks, the model line included also panel vans,
bare and cowled chassis, and marked the entry of Ford into the medium and heavy-duty truck
segment. Across North America, Ford assembled F-Series trucks at sixteen different facilities
during its production. The first generation of the F-Series is the sole generation produced
entirely with "Flathead" engines inline-6 and V8. The first-generation F-Series truck known as
the Ford Bonus-Built was introduced in late going on sale January 16, , replacing Ford trucks
introduced in It had a flat, one-piece windshield and integrated headlamps. The F-1 truck was
also available with additional stainless steel trim and two horns as an option. Design of the
F-Series truck changed tremendously from to From to , the grill was a series of horizontal bars
and the headlights were set into the fenders. For and , the headlights were connected by a wide
aerodynamic cross piece with three similarly aerodynamic supports. The rear window was wider
in these later trucks and the dashboard was redesigned. This new cab was called the "Five-Star
Cab". The first-generation F-Series was marketed in eight different chassis based on their
GVWR , giving them their model names; the F-1 was the lightest-capacity version with the F-8 as
the highest. F-1 through F-3 pickup trucks were offered forming the basis for panel trucks and
the bare F-3 chassis served as the basis for a parcel delivery truck. The heavier-duty F-4
chassis was produced as a light-duty commercial truck. The F-7 and F-8 were heavy-duty
commercial trucks, marketed under the "Big Job" brand name from With the exception of bus
chassis and parcel-delivery vehicles which used bodywork produced by second-party
manufacturers , Ford shared the same cab design on all F-Series trucks; C-Series trucks moved
the cab upward and forward, requiring a higher hood. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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November 27, â€” [1]. Paul, Minnesota St. Full-size pickup truck. Ford F-Series second
generation â€” Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford F-Series Pickup truck. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Private Seller. It is It was running Great condition. Does run. Great restoration
project. V-8, 4 speed with PTO and dump bed. Solid truck, been sitting a long time, d Runs like a
top the motor is a cubic Steel box with hoist. Good tires. Water tank not included. The truck
itself is in exceptional condition. Only has very minor surface Beautiful cab and interior.
Flathead 8. Needs brake work. Runs good. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in.
Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles
and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a
shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both
Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes
an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with
active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model
year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over
a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been
freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue
leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8
paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was

subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
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recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. From pick ups to
flatbeds to dump trucks and more, these are great pieces of American iron that were almost
always well cared for by small farm farmers who needed to preserve their investments in the
machinery their work relied on. They often have low miles on them, having spent much of their
time just going back and forth to town or from farm to grain mills or other day to day journeys.
Even in areas where vehicles usually rust away from road salt and snow, farm trucks seem to
have survived pretty well. So here we have a very solid Ford F-5 for sale here on craigslist in
Mayville, western New York state very far west, Mayville is northwest of Jamestown. I really like
the large grille guard on the front, and the condition of the stakes on the bed make me think this
truck has been used in the recent past, despite it being claimed as a barn find. Maybe not
necessarily long term storage in that barn in this case. Very clean dashboard. How is the seat
though? You could get either the ci or the ci flathead V-8 a six cylinder engine was not available,
at least according to the sources I have found and either a 3 speed or one of two different 4
speed transmissions were available drivetrain choices. Mileage on this particular F-5 is claimed
at a low 33, miles less than miles per year of its long life! The seller says that all the trim is
present, the glass is good not cloudy as so often is the case with old trucks except for a broken
wing window. Not much rust is visible. This last picture, a bit muddy, does show a pretty clean
view of under one wheel well. Seller says this is a dump body, and also a stake truck, no picture
of any dump mechanism or description of it, so that part is a bit unclear. Does it run? How are
the brakes, electrics, clutch, etc.? No clues in this very sparse ad. Which engine and
transmission it has are also not mentioned, and will have to be learned about by calling the
owner. These trucks have plenty of fans, and this is a nice looking truck, so I hope someone out
there will be getting it back on the road sooner than later. This is a great find. Maybe, but it still
is an old farm truck, and yes, those are the shift points on the speedo, which indicates, high
gear starts at 27 mph, making anything over 45 on the speedo useless. It seems to have a dump,
very popular, fact is, I rarely saw a truck like this without one, as the frame of the bed is not
attached to the truck frame, and the controls are probably on the floor. As stated, these lived
sheltered lives, only being used when needed and put away, so I believe the mileage as true.
While a gear change would certainly be in order, if you ask me, you have no business going
over 45 mph with this truck anyway. Very nice find. There was a pair of these just down the road
from where I live, a green Ford like this and an orange GMC. Someone finally bagged the Ford a
couple of years ago but the GMC remains. Our region was crawling with trucks like this for
many years. The only difference was the vast majority of trucks here were equipped with the
2-speed Eaton rear axle. You would find the very odd one with the single speed stump-puller
like the one featured here. There are still some in our region that are used regularly today. It has
38K miles on it today. I can still hear the howl of that Warner T-9 transmissionâ€¦. The reason
that F5 is six thousand is because its a Marmon Herrington. And that F5 can easily be a daily
driver. I drive my F6 all the time. Nice clean truck though. Would love to find one that clean.
Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage
instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. David Wilk.
More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments randy. Howard A Member. More
interested in what I think is a 50 ish silver streak travel trailer in the background. Jason
Houston. Sam W. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email
Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds?
Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit
Reached! Notes: 1 Mercury engines of these years had the 4" stroke crankshaft. For and the
Ford engine was either tangerine red or green. The Ford truck engines were red from through ,
and then changed to green for Mercury engines were green in color from through From to they
were either green or tangerine. Keep in mind that there were exceptions to these guidelines.
Also, remanufactured engines and rebuilt engines of another color could have been installed in
your vehicle during its history. Do not depend on the engine color to verify or identify your
engine. The to 53 engine blocks were all essentially the same. The primary difference being that
Ford installed replaceable hardened valve seat inserts exhaust side only on the to 51 engines.
The models did not come from the factory with any hardened valve seat inserts, although they
are often found with them now, having had them installed by an engine rebuilder at some time
later on. Click on the picture above for an enlarged view of the tops of the cylinders. Tune-up

Specs For These Engines. Go Directly to Engine Parts Drawings. Return to Specifications
Homepage. The new engine incorporated several changes, some obvious and some not. The
heads are now bolted to the blocks with 24 bolts rather than studs and nuts and the water outlet
fittings are moved up to the front corner of
toyota tacoma trailer wiring
stihl 064 parts diagram
1994mustang
the head rather than the middle of the head. Another major change was the use of the new
"Load-A-Matic" distributor, which was driven off the front of the engine, but through a shaft
mounted vertically at right angle to the axis of the engine. With this new engine, Ford stopped
casting the bell housing integral to the cylinder block, and provided it as a separate component
which was bolted on. Internal changes include using a straight stem valve with one-piece valve
guide. The truck version was identified as an " 8RT ". These markings are generally cast into the
cylinder heads. The truck versions often had different oil pans to accommodate the different
suspensions, and some truck V8's were factory "relieved". Flathead V8 Specifications Late Style
90 to hp. Late hp V8: to Passenger Cars to Trucks. Major changes occurred to the mid size
flathead V8 in for the new Ford trucks and in for new Ford and Mercury cars. Displacement
Cubic Inches. Maximum Brake HP. Compression Ratio. Head Bolts.

